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ON FORMS, COHOMOLOGY, AND BV LAPLACIANS IN ODD
SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY

R. CATENACCI, C. A. CREMONINI, P. A. GRASSI, AND S. NOJA

Abstract. We study the cohomology of the complexes of differential, integral and a partic-
ular class of pseudo forms on odd symplectic manifolds taking the wedge product with the
symplectic form as a differential. We thus extend the result of Ševera and the related results of
Khudaverdian-Voronov on interpreting the BV odd Laplacian acting on half-densities on an odd
symplectic supermanifold. We show that the cohomology classes are in correspondence with
inequivalent Lagrangian submanifolds and that they all define semidensities on them. Further,
we introduce new operators that move from one Lagragian submanifold to another and we
investigate their relation with the so-called picture changing operators for the de Rham differ-
ential. Finally, we prove the isomorphism between the cohomology of the de Rham differential
and the cohomology of BV Laplacian in the extended framework of differential, integral and a
particular class of pseudo forms.

1. Introduction

In this paper we focus on the geometry of forms on odd symplectic (super)manifolds, which
provide the mathematical framework for a geometrization of the Batalin-Vilkovisky (henceforth
BV) quantization, see the groundbreaking [1] and [39], the more recent [21, 22] or [30] for a
thorough introduction to the subject. This very special class of supermanifolds are character-
ized by an odd 2-form ω which shares some properties with the ordinary symplectic form on a
commutative even dimensional symplectic manifold and it can be used to define a Poisson-like
bracket, called anti-bracket in the BV formalism. Our starting point, though, is the crucial
observation of Ševera [38] that since ω is odd, it can be lifted to a nilpotent differential acting on
forms (by wedge product), and it therefore makes sense to study its cohomology. In particular,
we study the cohomology of ω for the complexes of differential, integral and a particular class
of pseudo forms on a generic odd symplectic supermanifolds and we show that classes in this
cohomology are related to inequivalent Lagrangian submanifolds in the odd symplectic super-
manifolds, see again [39]. The contact with BV formalism is made showing that all of these
classes define semidensities on the odd symplectic supermanifold, where the Khudaverdian’s
BV Laplacian acts (see [21] where the BV Laplacian is introduced geometrically via superge-
ometry and also [23], in relation with [38]). Further, we introduce new operators which relate
different cohomology classes, which is equivalent to jump from one Lagrangian submanifold
to another. This kind of operators are known in string theory as picture changing operators
(PCO’s); they are usually introduced in connection with the de Rham differential and their use
in supergeometry can be traced back to Belopolsky, see [2, 3] and [12, 13] and below for a brief
explanation: we show that these newly constructed PCO’s, acting on the cohomology of ω, are
related to the PCO’s of the de Rham differential by similarity transformations.
Another simple, yet amazing, observation in [38], is that the de Rham differential d and the odd
symplectic form ω (anti)commute, making the de Rham complex into a double complex having
d and ω as differentials. This remarkable fact implies that the Khudaverdian BV Laplacian
[21, 22, 23, 25, 28] arises naturally - and invariantly - as the last non-zero differential in the
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related spectral sequence starting with ω. We broaden this analysis to the extended de Rham
complex comprising differential, a particular class of pseudo and integral forms. Further we
study directly the cohomology of the BV Laplacian, by showing its homotopy - whose explicit
form does not appear in the literature to the best knowledge of the authors. Finally we compare
the two spectral sequences - the one starting with ω, which computes the cohomology of the BV
Laplacian and the one starting with d which computes the de Rham cohomology. We realize
explicitly the isomorphism between these two cohomology in two ways, one of which makes use
of the previously introduced picture changing operators for ω and d.
Finally, the last part of the paper is more speculative. Using some of the ingredients introduced
in the paper, we argue an analogy between ordinary complex geometry and odd symplectic ge-
ometry: within this framework we show how to write down an action for a Kodaira-Spencer-type
theory [7] in the context of odd symplectic supermanifolds. This result is evocative, but it still
requires a deep investigation, which we leave to future works.

Before we actually start, a brief explanation of the geometry of forms and related integra-
tion theory on supermanifolds and its historical development is in order1. It has indeed been
discussed in several studies that the geometry of forms and their complexes on supermanifolds
proves to be remarkably richer compared to its counterpart on an ordinary purely commutative
manifold (see [10, 13, 29] in the references and Th.Th. Voronov’s papers therein, for example
[40, 44, 45], just to mention some). The generalization of differential forms, i.e. polynomial
functions in the dx’s and the dθ - that in physical community are often called superforms -
can indeed integrated only on bosonic purely even submanifolds of the supermanifold. In order
to have a coherent integration theory that accounts for the odd directions characterizing a
supermanifold, differential forms need thus to be supplemented by the so-called integral forms,
whose complex were introduced by Bernstein and Leites in [5] as to incorporate Berezin’s vol-
ume forms. But this is not the end of the story: Bernstein and Leites [6] introduced indeed also
pseudo-differential forms or pseudo forms for short, which are by definition arbitrary functions
of the dx’s and the dθ’s. Requiring pseudo forms to be “rapidly vanishing” at infinity in the dθ’s,
allows one to use them to integrate over sub-supermanifolds. Bernstein-Leites pseudo forms
don’t carry any grading in general: instead, a theory of forms graded by (super)dimensions p|q
(were p is an integer and q run from zero to the fermionic dimension of the supermanifold) was
developed by Voronov and Zorich in the ‘80 [40, 41, 42] and further by Voronov in the ‘90 and
subsequent years [43, 44, 45].
A particular class of pseudo forms is that given by functions of dx’s and dθ’s which are sup-
ported in zero in the dθ’s. These prove of crucial importance in many applications to strings
and quantum field theory, see for example [2, 4, 14, 15, 16, 17, 31] and the recent very terse
review given by Witten, with stringy physics applications in mind, in [46]. In the following,
we limit our analysis to this particular kind of pseudo forms: in view of this, [46] might be
taken as the source of notations and conventions. It is important to stress that, with abuse of
notation, we will still refer simply as pseudo forms to this particular specific class of the way
more general pseudo forms mentioned above: notice that the same convention is employed also
in [46], where the author indeed underline that this terminology differs from the literature. This
class of pseudo forms can be given a grading, by the form degree and the so-called picture. In
particular, in this context, one can see that pseudo forms having maximal picture are integral
forms, and indeed govern integration on sub-supermanifolds of codimension r|0 in superman-
ifolds of dimensio p|q for r ≤ p. The usage of the term picture can create some confusion,
though: therefore we provide with a brief explanation. This notion comes from the early days

1We thank the anonymous referee in this regard.
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of string theory: different pictures represented different Fock spaces for the string states. In
the fundamental paper [18] it was shown that the choice of a picture corresponds to a choice of
ghost vacuum and each of these ghost vacuum lead to a different BRST complex and hence a
different description of the physical states, in turn these different descriptions can be related by
“changing the picture”. Connection between this physical framework, rooted in conformal field
theory, and the supergeometric framework was made explicit and brought to the attention of
the physical community by Belopolsky (see [2], [3]), who considered a “singularization” of the
r|s-forms introduced by Voronov and Zorich on p|q-dimensional supermanifolds (see above).
In this context the analog of the BRST operator is the de Rham differential, which does not
change the the value of s, thus splitting the full de Rham complex Ωr|s into q+1 subcomplexes:
these subcomplexes are referred as pictures and the operations that move from one of these
complexes to another as picture changing operators. It is fair to stress that the work of Wit-
ten, that we have indicated as reference above, builds upon Belopolsky’s papers, which should
therefore be considered as crucial references of the present papers.
Another important aspect has to be underlined about the class of pseudo forms we are dealing
with: their global mathematical definition on a supermanifold is actually troublesome. Indeed,
while differential (super)forms and integral forms are sections of vector bundles on a superman-
ifolds, pseudo forms - in the sense used in [46] and in this paper - are in general not. More in
particular, one can see that changing coordinates forces to give up (at least) the corresponding
sheaf of pseudo forms to be finitely generated - even if the diffeormorphism preserve the form
degree and the picture: this can be easily realized by looking at low-dimensional examples, such
as a 1|2-dimensional projective superspace, see again [46] or [8, 13]. This is a serious problem
that plagues the theory. For this reason it is fair to warn the reader that there is an unavoid-
able degree of formality in the results concerning these classes of pseudo forms. Nonetheless,
awaiting for a firmer mathematical ground, it is interesting to study these classes of pseudo
forms employing methods and instruments inspired by physics, such as the so-called picture
changing operators, whose usage in supergeometry has been promped by Belopolsky [2], as
briefly sketched above. This point of view is taken in the present paper especially in section 4
and some part of section 5.
Finally, let us mention that it would be very interesting to extend the present analysis to all
the pseudo forms, and not just the class in consideration here: this is of course a difficult task,
which is outside the scope of the present paper, and we leave it to future endeavours.

2. Basics of Supermanifolds and Odd Symplectic Geometry

Before we start, we fix our notations. We let M and M be an ordinary smooth manifold and
a smooth supermanifold respectively. If M is of dimension n, locally, we describe it by means
of a chart (U, xi) for i = 1, . . . , n and U and open set in the topological space underlying
M . Likewise, if M is of dimension n|p, locally, we describe it by means of a chart of both
even x and odd coordinates θ given by (U, xi|θα) for i = 1, . . . , n and θα = 1, . . . , p. As it is
customary, we will call Mred the reduced space - i.e. the ordinary manifold - underlying M . Also,
given a supermanifold M of dimension n|p we denote TM and ΠTM the tangent bundle and its
parity changed version: notice that these have rank n|p and p|n respectively, being they locally
generated by the derivations {∂xi |∂θα} and {π∂θα|π∂xi} respectively. The dual of these bundles
are given by Ω1

M ,ev
..= T ∗M and Ω1

M ,odd = ΠT ∗M : here we will only use the second one, which is of

rank p|n and locally generated by {dθα|dxi} and we will denote it simply as Ω1
M or ΠT ∗M . The

Berezinian bundle of a supermanifold is defined to be Ber(M ) ..= Ber(ΠT ∗M )∗ : this is of parity
(p+ q)mod 2. The reader is invited to refer to [11, 29] or the recent [8, 9] for details.
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Also, in order to relate the theory of forms with integration theory over supermanifolds, the or-
dinary de Rham complex needs to be extended by the so-called integral and pseudo-forms, which
supplement ordinary differential forms in Ω•M = S•Ω1

M . Given a supermanifold M of dimension
n|q, these “generalized” forms are labelled by a number, called picture p, for p = 1, . . . , q,

and for this reason we will denote this extended de Rham complex by Ω
•|p
M . Usual differential

superforms are sections of Ω
•|0
M and control integration over submanifolds of codimension k|q in

M , integral forms have maximal picture, i.e are sections of Ω
•|q
M and control integration over

sub-supermanifolds of codimension k|0, whilst pseudo forms are section of Ω
•|p
M for p 6= {0, q}

and control integration over more general sub-supermanifolds of codimension k|l for l 6= {0, q}.
In this framework forms in Ω

•|p
M , for p = 0, . . . , q can be seen as generalized functions over

Tot(ΠTM ) - this point of view is highlighted in [46]. Differential forms, in picture p = 0, are
characterized by a polynomial dependence of all of the even fiber coordinates dθ’s, pseudo forms
with picture 0 < p < q are characterized by Dirac-delta distributional dependence on p out of
the q dθ’s, while the remaining q − p are allowed a polynomial dependence. Finally, integral
forms, having maximal picture p = q, have distributional dependence on all of the dθ’s. No-

tice also that any Ω
r|p
M is a OM -module and also Ω

•|0
M -modules, i.e. any pseudo and integral

forms can be multiplied not only by functions but also by differential forms in Ω
n|0
M for any n.

The de Rham differential can be generalized as to operate in this extended framework, so that

d : Ω
k|p
M → Ω

k+1|p
M , thus giving a “stack” of q complexes Ω

•|p
M for p = 0, . . . q. This is represented

by the following diagram

0 // Ω
0|0
M

Y
��

// Ω
1|0
M

Y
��

// . . .

Y

��

// Ω
n|0
M

Y
��

// Ω
n+1|0
M

Y
��

// . . .

. . . // Ω
−1|1
M

Y

��

Z

OO

// Ω
0|1
M

Y

��

Z

II

// Ω
1|1
M

Y

��

//

Z

II

. . .

Y

��

Z

HH

// Ω
n|1
M

Y

��

Z

II

//// Ω
n+1|1
M

Z

II

//

Y

��

// . . .

. . . // . . .

Z
II

//

Y
��

. . .

Y
��

Z
II

// . . .

Y




Z
II

// . . .

Y

��

//

Z

GG

. . .

Y
��

Z
II

// . . .

Y
��

Z
II

// . . .

. . . // Ω
−1|q
M

Z

GG

// Ω
0|q
M

Z

GG

// Ω1|q

Z

GG

// . . .

Z

GG

// Ω
n|q
M

Z

GG

// 0

(2.1)

The (local) operators Y and Z moving vertically between complexes labelled by different pictures
are called Picture Changing Operators, and have made their first appearance in a supergeomet-
ric context in [2]. Further explanations and examples of this kind of operators will be provided
in the following.

2.1. Odd Symplectic Supermanifolds. In this paper, in particular, we will deal with a
special class of supermanifolds, the so called odd symplectic supermanifolds. These are defined

as pairs (M , ω), where M is a supermanifold and ω ∈ Ω
(2|0)
M is d-closed, i.e. dω = 0, odd and

non-degenerate, i.e. it can be represented as ωbU=
∑n

i,α=1 ωiα(x, θ)dxi∧dθα in local coordinates

(U, xi|θα), with ωiα an invertible matrix taking values on OM (U). Notice that requiring ω to be
non-degenerate constraints M to have the same number of even and odd dimensions, i.e. an odd
symplectic supermanifolds is always of dimension n|n for some n. These class of supermanifolds
has been fully characterized by Schwarz in [39].
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Theorem 2.1 (Schwarz [39]). Let (M , ω) be an odd symplectic supermanifold, with reduced
manifold Mred. Then one has

(1) in the neighborhood Up of any point p in Mred there exist a system of local coordinates
(Up, x

i|θi) such that ω =
∑n

i=1 dx
i ∧ dθi;

(2) there exists a global symplectomorphism ϕ : (M , ω)→ (Tot(ΠT ∗Mred
), ωstd), where ωstd =∑

i dx
i ∧ dθi.

The first point in the above theorem proves the existence of Darboux coordinates also in this
supersetting, whilst the second point provides a global description of the geometry of odd
symplectic supermanifolds: up to symplectomorphisms, odd symplectic supermanifolds are all
total spaces of odd cotangent bundle of some ordinary manifold M . It is therefore not restrictive
to limit to this kind of geometries only.
More in details, an odd symplectic supermanifold Tot(ΠT ∗M) ..= ΠT ∗M

π→M will be characterized
as follows: its underlying reduced manifold coincides with M and its structure sheaf is given
by (S•ΠTM)∗, i.e. functions of Tot(ΠT ∗M) are polynomial functions over the fibers T ∗M,p. This

means that if (U, xi) is a chart over M , then (U, xi|θi) is a chart over Tot(ΠT ∗M), where the odd
coordinates θi are given by θi ..= ∂dxi . Notice that this implies that in an intersection U ∩ V ,
of charts (U, xi|θi) and (V, yi|ψi) one has that θi =

∑n
j=1(∂xiy

j)ψj, i.e. the odd coordinates θi
transform with the (transpose) inverse Jacobian of the change of coordinates xi 7→ yi over the
base M .
Let us now look at forms over the odd symplectic supermanifold, that for notational convenience
we will write as ΠT ∗M ..= Tot(ΠT ∗M). On a geometrical ground, Ω1

ΠT ∗M can be seen to be an
extension of Ω1

ΠT ∗M/M by π∗Ω1
M , where π : ΠT ∗M →M via the (canonical) short exact sequence

0 // π∗Ω1
M

// Ω1
ΠT ∗M

// Ω1
ΠT ∗M/M

// 0. (2.2)

Since we are working over a smooth manifold M , these vector bundles are fine sheaves (of
OM -modules) and therefore acyclic. It follows that, in particular, Ext1(Ω1

ΠT ∗M/M , π
∗Ω1

M) ∼= 0,

and the short exact sequence (2.2) is (non-canonically) split, i.e. Ω1
ΠT ∗M

∼= π∗(Ω1
M ⊕Ω1

ΠT ∗M/M)

(notice, incidentally, that this is equivalent to say that there exists a non-canonical reduction
of the structure group Sp(n|n) preserving ω to GL(n)× GL(n)). From the expressions of the
transition functions for the local coordinates xi|θi of the odd symplectic manifold one can then
easily find the transition functions for the local generator dθi and dxi of Ω1

ΠT ∗M : these reads
dxi =

∑n
j=1 dy

j(∂yjx
i) and dθi =

∑n
j=1(∂xiy

j)dψj +
∑n

j=1 d(∂xiy
j)ψj. The non-diagonal part

in transition functions of the dθ’s is the typical feature of an extension of vector bundles: the
splitness of (2.2) implies that coordinates can be found as to reduce the transformation of the
dθ’s to dθi =

∑n
j=1(∂xiy

j)dψj. Clearly, the same would not be true in case the reduced manifold
is a complex manifold or an algebraic variety.
Notice that this can also be seen from the interpretation of the Berezininan bundle via (dual
of the) Koszul complex related to the tangent bundle of a supermanifold. Without giv-
ing further details, given a generic supermanifold M , which is not necessarily an odd sym-
plectic supermanifold, the only non-trivial representative in the related cohomology is given
by [dx1 . . . dxn ⊗ ∂θ1 . . . ∂θn ] ∈ ExtnS•TM

(OM , S
•TM ): this class transforms with the (inverse)

Berezinian of the Jacobian of the change of coordinates, i.e. as a generating section of Ber(M ).
It follows that one gets a cohomological characterization of the Berezinian via the Koszul com-
plex construction, which non-trivially generalizes the analogous construction for det(M) from
the ordinary Koszul complex (in this respect, the Koszul complex appear first in supergeome-
try in the work by Penkov and Ogievetskii [36], which is reported by Manin in [29]. See also
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the recent [35] for a self-contained treatment). It is then easy to verify, using the transition
functions given above (and their dual) that in the case of an odd symplectic supermanifold the
class [dx1 . . . dxn ⊗ ∂θ1 . . . ∂θn ] transforms with the second power of the canonical bundle over
M, indeed in the (class of the) tensor product above the bit ∂θ1 . . . ∂θn transform exactly as
dx1 . . . dxn.

3. The Cohomology of the Odd Symplectic Form

As can be easily seen from the previous considerations, the odd symplectic form ω is invariant
under generic change of coordinates and, being odd, it is nilpotent. It follows that multiplication

by ω can be seen as an odd nilpotent morphism from Ω
•|p
M to itself since all of these are sheaves

of Ω•M = Ω
•|0
M -modules. In other words, given the extended de Rham complex as above, we have

another complex (Ω
•|p
M , ω), which is characterized by the multiplication by ω, i.e. α 7→ ωα, as

nilpotent differential. In [38], Ševera showed that (Ω
•|0
M , d, ω) forms a bicomplex and proved

that the cohomology Hω(Ω
•|0
M ) is (naturally) isomorphic to semidensities on M , see [38] [23].

In this section we start by revising the result in [38] and we extend it to the whole extended de

Rham complex Ω
•|p
M . Let us look at an ordinary differential superform at picture p = 0 of any de-

gree, we call it α0. Notice that α0 is locally of the form α0 = f(x, θ)(dx1)ε1 . . . (dxn)εndθk11 . . . dθknn
for ki ∈ N0 and εi ∈ {0, 1}. In this case a homotopy for ω is given by the “counting” operator

h : Ω
•|0
M → Ω

•−2|0
M , locally given by h ..=

∑n
i=1 ιiι

i =
∑n

i=1 ∂dθi∂dxi . An easy calculation yields

(hω + ωh)α0 =
(
n+ dθiι

i − dxiιi
)
α0 = (n+ degdθ(α0)− degdx(α0))α0, (3.1)

where degdθ(α0) is the even degree, i.e. degdθ =
∑n

i=1 ki of α0 and degdx(α0) is the odd degree,
i.e.

∑n
i=1 εi of α0. It follows that the only instance in which the homotopy fails is degdθ(α0) = 0

and degdx(α0) = n, that is for elements in Ω
n|0
M of the form α0 = f(x, θ)dx1 . . . dxn. Notice that

this elements is indeed a cycle and therefore defines a class in cohomology. Using the above
transformation properties, it is straightforward to verify that elements in this cohomology class
transform as a semidensities i.e. like sections in Ber(M )⊗1/2: in the case of an odd symplectic
supermanifold M = ΠT ∗M one has that det(M) ∼= Ber(M )⊗1/2, which proves the claim.

Let us now move to maximal picture p = n and consider the case of integral forms. Before
we go, we recall that a generic integral form αq can be written locally in the form αq =
f(x, θ)(dx1)ε1 . . . (dxn)εnδ(`1)(dθ1) . . . δ(`n)(dθn), again for εi ∈ {0, 1} and `i ∈ N0 and since there
are all of the δ(dθ)’s there cannot be any dθ’s. Once again, the homotopy h introduced above
does the job, and one gets

(hω + ωh)αn =
(
n− degdx(αn)− degδ(dθ)(αn)− n

)
αn, (3.2)

where we have further defined degδ(dθ)(αn) =
∑n

i=1 `i. It follows that the homotopy fails in
the case that degdx(αn) and degδ(dθ)(αn) are both zero, corresponding to the integral form of

degree zero given by αn = f(x, θ)δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn) ∈ Ω
0|n
M , which is readily verified to be a cycle.

It is once again not hard to see from this expression - using the transformation properties of
the delta’s and of the dθ’s - that it transforms as a section of det(M), i.e. it is once again a
semidensity. Another way to see this, is to exploit the different representation of integral forms
as sections of Ber(M ) ⊗ S•ΠTM , see [29] and [13] for explicit example of this correspondence.
Up to the function f(x, θ), the form αn corresponds to the section D(x, θ) ⊗ π∂x1 . . . π∂xn ,
where D(x, θ) is a generating section of Ber(M ) ∼= det(M)⊗2 and π∂x1 . . . π∂xn is a section
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in SnΠTM , which is totally antisymmetric and it transforms as a section of the anticanonical
bundle det(M)⊗−1. Just by looking at the above transformation properties, one has that that
αn transforms as a section in det(M)⊗2 ⊗ det(M)⊗−1 ∼= det(M) ∼= Ber(M )⊗1/2.

Finally, let us deal with the case of our class of pseudo forms, which - as usual - are the
most delicate due to their problematic (global) definition, which impedes a fully satisfactory
mathematical analysis. We recall that a generic pseudo form αp at picture 0 < p < n is

locally written as αp = f(x, θ)(dx1)ε1 . . . (dxn)εndθ
ki1
i1
. . . dθ

kin−p
in−p

δ(`j1 )(dθj1) . . . δ
(`jp )(dθjp), where

any of the is is different from any of js, i.e. a single dθ has either polynomial dependence or
distributional. The homotopy we introduced above yields

(hω + ωh)αp = (n− p− degdx(αp)− degδ(dθ)(αp) + degdθ(αp))αp, (3.3)

where now degδ(dθ)(αp) =
∑n−p

s=1 `is and degdθ(αp) =
∑p

s=1 kjs . Restricting to cocycles one finds

that degδ(dθ)(αp) = 0 and that dxjs = 0 for any s = 1, . . . p so that degdx(αp) =
∑n−p

s=1 εis ,
i.e. the remaining non-vanishing dx’s are those having the same indexes of the polynomnial
dθ’s appearing. On the other hand, one has that compatibility with the previous equation
forces

∑n−p
s=1 εiskis = 0, which implies that kis = 0 for any is so that degdθ(αp) = 0. This

leads to elements of the following form αp = f(x, θ)dxi1 . . . dxin−pδ(dθj1) . . . δ(dθjp) ∈ Ω
n−p|p
M . It

can be seen that all of these belong to the same class and, once again, they all transform as
semidensities, i.e. they transform with det(M) ∼= Ber(M )⊗1/2. We defer these checks to the
Appendix.
Further, it is not hard to see that the de Rham differential d is zero everywhere on the coho-

mology of ω, since for any p = 0, . . . n, the de Rham differential d : Ω
•|p
M → Ω

•+1|p
M always moves

out to a space where the cohomology of ω is zero.

We recollect these results in the following Theorem.

Theorem 3.1 (Cohomology Hω(Ω
•|p
M )). Let M = ΠT ∗M be an odd symplectic supermanifold

of dimension n|n and let (Ω
•|p
M , d, ω) for p = 0, . . . n be its extended de Rham double complex.

Then the following are true:

(1) E1 = Hω(Ω
•|p
M ) is generated by

∑
i1,...,in

εi1...indx
i1 . . . dxin−pδ(dθin−p+1) . . . δ(dθin) over OM

In particular, dimOM Hω(Ω
•|p
M ) = 1 so that dimOM

∑n
p=0Hω(Ω

•|p
M ) = n.

(2) Let [αp] ∈ Hω(Ω
•|p
M ) for any p = 1, . . . n. Then 〈[αp]〉OM is isomorphic to semidensities

on M .
(3) The de Rham differential vanishes on all the cohomology of ω. In particular E2 =

HdHω(Ω
•|p
M ) = E1 for any p = 0, . . . , n.

As already said above, the case p = 0 has been discussed by Ševera [38]. Also, notice that in
the Theorem we have chosen

∑
i1,...,in

εi1...indx
i1 . . . dxin−pδ(dθin−p+1) . . . δ(dθin) as representative

for symmetry reason, but - as explained above - we might have chosen just one element in this
sum.

3.1. Lagrangian Submanifolds and Cohomology. In this subsection we want to outline a
connection of the previous results with Lagrangian submanifolds in an odd symplectic super-
manifold M . Notice that since the term sub-supermanifolds is quite clumsy, we refer at them
as submanifolds instead. In particular, one defines a Lagrangian submanifold L of M to be one
that is maximally isotropic. This means that, given an embedding ι : L ↪→ M , we require that
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ι∗ω = 0 and that L is not a proper submanifold of any other isotropic submanifold of M . Once
again, the geometry of these special submanifolds has been characterized by Schwarz.

Theorem 3.2 (Schwarz [39]). Let (M , ω) be an odd symplectic supermanifold, with reduced
manifold Mred and let L be a Lagrangian submanifold in M . Then there exists a pair (Lred, ϕ),

where Lred ⊂ Mred is an ordinary manifold and ϕ : M ∼→ ΠT ∗Mred is the symplectomorphism
of Theorem 2.1, such that ϕbL : L ∼→ Tot(ΠT ∗Mred/Lred

), where ΠT ∗Mred/Lred
⊂ ΠT ∗Mred

is the odd
conormal bundle of Lred.

This theorem says that - once again up to global symplectomorphisms - the geometry of a
Lagrangian submanifold in an odd symplectic supermanifold is constrained to be the one of the
total space of a conormal bundle in Tot(ΠT ∗Mred

). Notice that given an ordinary manifold M
the odd conormal bundle of a submanifold ι : L ↪→M is defined to be the bundle whose fibers
are forms which give zero on vectors in ΠTL, i.e. ΠT ∗M/L fits in the (split, in the smooth case)
short exact sequence

0 // ΠT ∗M/L
// ι∗(ΠT ∗M) // ΠT ∗L // 0. (3.4)

Since the rank of the odd conormal bundle corresponds to the odd dimension of the related La-
grangian submanifold L, this constraints any Lagrangian submanifold in M to be of dimension
k|n− k if M is of dimension n (hence M of dimension n|n) and L is of dimension k. For exam-
ple, let us consider the example of an odd symplectic supermanifold of dimension (2|2) given
by M = Tot(ΠTR2) with its standard odd symplectic form ω =

∑2
i=1 dx

idθi, and look at its La-
grangian submanifolds. The first corresponds to the reduced manifold, Mred

∼= R2, i.e. it is given
by the locus L1

..= {θ1 = θ2 = 0} ⊂ M , which singles out a 2|0-dimensional (super)manifold.
The second is given by the “complement” of L2|0 in M , that is L0|2 ..= {x1 = x2 = 0} ⊂ M ,
which is a 0|2-dimensional supermanifold. Then we have two obvious 1|1-dimensional sub su-

permanifolds, which are given by the loci L1|1
1

..= {x1 = θ2 = 0} and L1|1
2

..= {x2 = θ1 = 0} in
M , notice by the way that this two Lagrangian submanifolds are connected by a symplectomor-
phism. In particular, for t ∈ [0, 1], the transformation Gt = diag(A(t), Aᵀ(t)) ∈ SO(2)×SO(2)
with

A(t) =

(
cos(π

2
t) − sin(π

2
t)

sin(π
2
t) cos(π

2
t)

)
(3.5)

rotates the Lagrangian L1|1
2 to L1|1

1 . We say that two Lagrangians are Lagrangian-homotopic
if there exists a smooth family of Lagrangians Lt for t ∈ [0, 1] that relate them. This is just
the case above: the flow along Gt for t ∈ [0, 1] defines a smooth family Lt of Lagrangian

submanifolds such that Lt=0 = L1|1
2 and Lt=1 = L1|1

1 . This defines an equivalence relation, we
will write L1 ∼ L2 and denote the corresponding class with [L]. The above example can be
generalized to any Rn, though it is fair to stress that, in general, classification of Lagrangian
submanifolds is a delicate and difficult problem, intimately related to topology, and we will not
dwell any further in it for it is not the aim of the present paper.
Now let ΠTL be the parity reversed tangent bundle of a certain Lagrangian submanifold. It can
be seen that one has a splitting ΠTM

∼= ΠTL⊕ΠTL∨ , for a certain Lagrangian complement ΠTL∨

of ΠTL in ΠTM . In this instance, the related Berezinian bundles, i.e. Ber(L) ..= Ber(ΠT ∗L )∗ and
Ber(L∨) ..= Ber(ΠT ∗L∨)∗ are isomorphic - notice by the way that this is not at all trivial, see [38]
for a discussion. On the other hand one has that Ber(M ) ∼= π∗(det(M))⊗2 and the splitting
yields Ber(M ) ∼= Ber(L)⊗Ber(L∨), so it can be concluded that Ber(L) ∼= π∗(det(M)) for any
Lagrangian submanifold L embedded into M . This means that any Lagrangian submanifold in
an odd symplectic supermanifold M is such that its Berezinian transforms as the square root
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of the Berezinian of M , i.e. as a semidensity on M .
Restricting to the case of contractible spaces or simply Rn, by the above considerations one

finds that the class [αp] ∈ Hω(Ω
•|p
M ) corresponds to the tensor density of the class of Lagrangian

submanifolds [Ln−p|p] of dimension n−p|p, which is indeed a semidensity; conversely to the class

[Ln−p|p] one associates the corresponding class into Hω(Ω
•|p
M ). An immediate example is given

by the class of [Ln|0]↔ [dx1 . . . dxn], corresponding to the Lagrangian submanifold Mred ⊂ M ,
and by its complement in M , which is a purely odd supermanifold (over a point) of dimension
0|n and whose class is [L0|n] ↔ [δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)]. Notice that one has [Ln|0] ⊗ [L0|n] ∼= [M ],
i.e. the tensor product of two semidensities - which are Lagrangian complement of each other
- yields a density for the odd symplectic supermanifold M , as explained above.

4. Picture Changing Operators and Lagrangian Submanifolds

As reported in the introduction, interesting objects in the context of the extended de Rham
complex are the the so-called picture changing operators (PCO’s for short), which have been
introduced first in a supergeometric context by Belopolsky in [2] in relation to issues arising
in superstring perturbation theory. As their name suggests, and briefly addressed above, these
are operators that allow one to move “vertically” (or diagonally) in the diagram (2.1) above.

More in particular, as they act on sections of Ω
•|p
M , they either increase or decrease the picture p

and can only be characterized as local operators related to a certain direction singled out by a
vector field in TM . They are better behaved when looked as operators related to the cohomology
with respect to some differential, indeed they are constructed as to respect cohomology classes,
i.e. they maps cocycles to cocycles and coboundaries to coboundaries. The interested reader
can find details in the recent [13], where PCO’s with respect to the de Rham differential d are
discussed. As sketched above, these kind of operators and their properties are related to the
corresponding operators defined in conformal field theory, more in particular in the context of
bosonization and fermionization, and for this reason the reader should be warned that, to date,
it does not exists a fully mathematically satisfactory theory of the PCO’s yet. Nonetheless, sim-
ilarly to the ill-defined path-integrals in QFT’s, it can be seen that the machinery provided by
the PCO’s lead in very economic way to many results that can be proved to be mathematically
correct. Within these stated limits, in the present section we are interested in constructing
and interpreting the PCO’s with respect to ω seen as a differential as above. Inspection of
the non-trivial cohomology classes suggests how to define a picture raising operator. Namely
working in a coordinate chart given by xi|θi for i = 1, . . . , n, one defines

Y : Ω
•|p
M

// Ω
•−1|p+1
M

α � // Y(α) ..=
∑n

i,j=1 δ(dθi)δ
j
i ιjα,

(4.1)

where δji is the Kronecker symbol and it stands for a (conventional) choice of the direction of
the PCO. In other words, the action of the picture raising operator Y is to replace dxi’s with the

corresponding δ(dθi)’s. Notice in particular that Y is an even derivative of Ω
•|p
M for any p and,

remarkably, it preserves cohomology classes (indeed it can be checked that it commutes with ω),

so that one obtains a map Y : Hω(Ω
•|p
M )→ Hω(Ω

•|p+1
M ). In particular acting with the “product”

of n picture raising operators one gets a map
∏n

i=1 Y = Yn : Hω(Ω
•|0
M ) → Hω(Ω

•|n
M ) from

the cohomology of differential forms to the cohomology of integral forms, with [dx1 . . . dxn] 7→
[δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)]. The definition of Y includes a conventional choice of a direction, that in (4.1)
is encoded in the Kronecker symbol. Let us clarify this point: instead of using the identity
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matrix, we could ask whether it is possible to make a different choice in the definition (4.1),
namely

Y ..=
n∑

i,j=1

δ (dθi) J
j
i ιj , (4.2)

for a certain matrix J (that a priori can be non-constant). If we want (4.2) to be compatible
with the cohomology of ω, we have to require that it commutes with ω, namely [Y, ω] = 0,
which implies

n∑
i,j,k,l=1

δ (dθi) J
j
i ιj
(
dxkωlkdθl

)
=

n∑
i,j,l=1

δ (dθi) J
j
i ω

l
jdθl = 0 . (4.3)

If we consider ωlj = δlj, then equation (4.3) simply implies that J is diagonal, and hence it
has n free entries, exactly as a vector V . Therefore, we can trade the definition (4.2) for the
equivalent

YV
..=

n∑
i,j=1

δ
(
V idθi

)
V jιj , (4.4)

where we have specified the dependence on V in order to distinguish it from (4.2). It is clear

that (4.4) is a non-trivial map YV : Hω(Ω
•|p
M )→ Hω(Ω

•|p+1
M ), since it commutes with ω, really

YV ω =
n∑

i,j,k=1

δ
(
V idθi

)
V jιjdx

kdθk =
n∑

i,j=1

δ
(
V idθi

)
V jdθj = 0 . (4.5)

It is easy to observe that different choices of the vector V in (4.4) or, equivalently, different
choices of the (diagonal) matrix in (4.2), lead to cohomologically equivalent PCO’s. We post-
pone this discussion to the example in the Appendix. We will use (4.1) as the definition of Y,
unless differently specified.
Analogously, picture lowering operators can be introduced. Working again in the chart xi|θi
for i = 1, . . . , n, one defines, using the definition of Θ(ιi) given in [13]

Z : Ω
•|p
M

// Ω
•+1|p−1
M

α � // Z(α) ..= −iω ∧ (Θ(Viι
i)(α)) ,

(4.6)

where Vi is a constant vector encoding the conventional choice of a direction. When not
differently specified, we choose Vi = (1, . . . , 1). The presence of Θ(ιi)2 makes the action of this
operator less manifest compared to the picture raising operator defined above. Let us consider
as an example its action on αn = f(x, θ)δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn), and for simplicity let us consider
Vi = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), i.e. the only nontrivial entry is the i-th:

Z (f (x, θ) δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)) = f (x, θ)ω ∧
(

1

dθi
δ(dθ1) . . . δ̂(dθi) . . . δ(dθn)

)
= f(x, θ)dxiδ(dθ1) . . . δ̂(dθi) . . . δ(dθn), (4.7)

where δ̂ represents a delta not appearing in the expression: in other words, the action of the
operator Z makes the i-th delta drop and it get substituted with the corresponding dxi. No-
tice also that in the previous calculation appears the formal expression 1/dθ, which in the
language of string theory belongs to the large Hilbert space (see again [13]), but it drops at
the ends of the calculation. Just like Y above, also Z is even and it preserves cohomology

2The factor −i in the definition is related to the integral representation of Θ, and should not distract.
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classes - once again it commutes with ω. In analogy with what above, in particular, we have

that
∏n

i=1 Z = Zn : Hω(Ω
•|n
M ) → Hω(Ω

•|0
M ), maps the cohomology of integral forms to the co-

homology of superforms, i.e. [δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)] 7→ [dx1 . . . dxn]. Finally, it follows easily that
ZY = YZ = 1 in cohomology.

The above discussion, together with the considerations carried out in the previous sections about
Lagrangian submanifolds in odd symplectic supermanifolds, yields a very nice geometrical in-
terpretation of the action of the PCO’s. We have indeed seen that forms [α] in the cohomology

Hω(Ω
•|p
M ) are related to inequivalent Lagrangian submanifolds in M : the action of the PCO’s

makes one jumps from one Lagrangian submanifold to another (inequivalent) Lagrangian sub-
manifold. In other words, PCO’s does not act, geometrically, as symplectomorphisms of a
Lagrangian submanifold in M : from this point of view, they can be seen as non-trivial maps

from the cohomology Hω(Ω
•|•
M ) to itself, or analogously as maps between classes of Lagrangian

submanifolds of different codimension in M .

The PCO’s Z and Y defined above are related to the operator (multiplication by) ω. We now
aim at establishing a relation between these and the PCO’s related to de Rham differential d

and constructed as to act on the cohomology classes Hd(Ω
•|p
M ), see [13]. In particular, in order

to carry out this comparison, we will consider the following PCO’s for d: the picture raising
operator Yd is a multiplicative operator, formally written as Yd ..=

∑n
i=1 θiδ(dθi), whilst the

picture lowering operator is given by Zd ..= −i[d,Θ(Viι
i)], see again [13] for a discussion. Notice

in particular that Yd and Zd raises and lowers the picture of the form by one respectively, whilst
they leave the form number unchanged.
In the following of this section we will write the PCO’s related to ω introduced above as Yω

and Zω, in order to distinguish them from those related to d.
Before we start, following the relation between the operator d and the total operator d + ω
observed in [23], one can note that

D ..= d+ ω = eΣde−Σ , Ii ..= ιi − θi = eΣιie
−Σ , (4.8)

where Σ =
∑n

i=1 dx
iθi is the Liouville form, which is defined so that ω = −dΣ =

∑n
i=1 dx

idθi.
In particular, the fact that the odd symplectic form ω is d-exact implies that D2 = 0. In
addition, it is easy to check that {Ii, Ij} = 0 and

DIi + IiD = Li − (LiΣ) , (4.9)

where Li is the Lie derivative along the coordinate vector field in the related direction. Notice
that this can also be derived using the similarity transformation. By using [d,Σ] = −ω and
[ω,Σ] = 0, one can compute (we omit the sum symbols)

Zd − Zω = −i
[
d− ω,Θ(Viι

i)
]

= −i
[
e−ΣdeΣ,Θ(Viι

i)
]

= −ie−Σ
[
d,Θ(Viι

i)
]
eΣ = e−ΣZdeΣ ,(4.10)

since [Σ,Θ(Viι
i)] = 0. Analogously we have

Yω − Yd = [ιi − θi, δ(dθi)] =
[
eΣιie

−Σ, δ(dθi)
]

= eΣ [ιi, δ(dθi)] e
−Σ = eΣYωe−Σ . (4.11)

Now, similarly as above, defining R =
∑n

i=1 (∂iιi + ∂iι
i), one can verify that [R, ω] = d and

[R, d] = 2∆BV . This leads in turn to d + ω + 2∆BV = eRωe−R and θi − ιi = eRθie
−R so that,

using R instead of Σ one sees that

Zd − Zω = e−RZωeR, Yω − Yd = eRYde−R, (4.12)
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where we have implicitly used [R,Θ (Viι
i)] = 0 and [∆BV ,Θ (Viι

i)] = 0. Together with (4.10)
and (4.11), one has e−ΣZdeΣ = e−RZωeR and eΣYωe−Σ = eRYde−R, so that

Zd = (eΣe−R)Zω(eRe−Σ) = eΣ−RZωe−Σ+R, Yd = (e−ReΣ)Yω(e−ΣeR) = eΣ−RYωe−Σ+R,
(4.13)

where we note that the product of the exponential can be re-written as a unique exponential
using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, and the last equality follows from the commuta-
tion relation between Σ and R. Notice that the previous can interpreted as similarity trans-
formations between the two pairs of PCO’s. As a consistency check, we notice that (4.13) is
compatible with YZ = ZY = 1 (in cohomology), which is valid for the PCO’s relative to d and
for those relative to ω.

5. BV Laplacian on Semidensities

In the previous sections we have explained that to Lagrangian submanifolds are attached semi-
densities. In this context, for example, Ševera treated the special case of the reduced manifold
Mred, which is a Lagrangian submanifold in M . Further, Ševera showed also that the invariance
of the BV Laplacian introduced by Khudaverdian in [21] and [22] follows from first principles.
This operator is a certain differential - actually the second differential, in our convention and

the third in Ševera’s - of the spectral sequence related to the double complex (Ω
•|0
M , ω, d). Some-

thing is to be stressed before we go on, though, for the situation is peculiar. We take ω to be
the vertical differential and δ1

..= d to be the horizontal differential of the double complex, and
defining (Er, δr) the spectral sequence related to the vertical filtration, i.e. we first compute

the cohomology with respect to ω, so that E1 = Hω(Ω
•|0
M ): we have seen that when acting on

E1, the de Rham differential δ1 = d is the zero map. This might lead to think that the spectral
sequence converges already at page one, but this is not the case. Indeed, one finds that the

differential δ2 acting on E2 = HdHω(Ω
•|0
M ) = Hω(Ω

•|0
M ) = E1 is not zero, and it is the discovery of

Ševera in [38] that δ2 is indeed the BV Laplacian, ∆BV =
∑

i ∂xi∂θi , which he writes formally as
δ2 = d◦ω−1 ◦d to get the right “movement” for the second differential of the spectral sequence,
δ2 : E•,•2 → E•+2,•−1

2 . This means that one finds naturally an invariant differential acting on
semi-densities (generated by the element [dx1 . . . dxn] ∈ E1), corresponding to the first page E1

of the spectral sequence, which is nothing but the BV Laplacian.

The previous analysis can be generalized to our extended framework considering Ω
•|p
M for any

p, and the action of the second differential δ2 on the related cohomology groups. We start

reviewing the p = 0 case. One has that since d maps elements in Hω(Ω
•|0
M ) to ω-exact elements,

i.e.

d
(
f(x, θ)dx1 . . . dxn

)
= ωα

(n−1)
0 , (5.1)

where Ω
n−1|0
M 3 α

(n−1)
0 = (−1)|f |+1

∑
i(∂

if)ιi(dx
1 . . . dxn). This is convenient, since the ω

appearing in the (5.1) and the ω−1 coming from δ2 cancel one another, leaving with dα
(n−1)
0 to

compute:

δ2(f(x, θ)dx1 . . . dxn) = (−1)|f |+1

n∑
i,j=1

dxj(∂j∂
if(x, θ))ιi(dx

1 . . . dxn)

=
n∑
i=1

∂i∂
if(x, θ)(dx1 . . . dxn) + (ω-exact terms) . (5.2)
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It follows that restricting the action of δ2 = d ◦ ω−1 ◦ d on the cohomology of ω, i.e. on
semidensities attached to the Lagrangian submanifold corresponding to the reduced manifold,
one finds indeed

δ2

(
f(x, θ)[dx1 . . . dxn]

)
=

n∑
i=1

∂2

∂xi∂θi
f(x, θ)[dx1 . . . dxn]. (5.3)

Now we show that this extends easily to any class in the full cohomology Hω(Ω
•|p
M ) for any p.

Let us start from integral forms: once again, the first observation is that

d(f(x, θ)δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)) = ωα(−1)
n (5.4)

for Ω
−1|n
M 3 α(−1)

n = −
∑

i(∂if)ιi(δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn), and where we have used that −dθiδ′(dθi) =

δ(dθi). So, just like above, we are left to compute dα
(−1)
n from δ2(fδ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)), and one

gets

δ2(f(x, θ)δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)) = −
n∑

i,j=1

dθj∂
j∂if(x, θ)ιi(δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn))

=
n∑
i=1

(∂i∂if)(δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)) + (ω-exact terms) . (5.5)

Once again, this means that

δ2 (f(x, θ)[δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)]) =
n∑
i=1

∂2

∂xi∂θi
f(x, θ)[δ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)]. (5.6)

Finally, let us consider the case of pseudo forms: as usual these represent the case where the most
attention is required, as it is a mixture of the previous situations for superforms and integral
forms. In particular, adopting the notation of the previous sections, considering the representa-

tive of a class [αp] ∈ Hω(Ω
•|p
M ) at picture p given by fa1...an(x, θ)dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan)

one first observe that

dαp = ω

n−p∑
i=1

(−1)|f |+1 (∂aifa1...an(x, θ)) ιai
(
dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan)

)
+

−ω
n∑

i=n−p+1

(∂aifa1...an(x, θ)) ιai
(
dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan)

)
. (5.7)

Therefore, cancelling the ω with the ω−1 coming from δ2, one is left with

δ2

(
fa1...an(x, θ)dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan)

)
= (5.8)

= (−1)|f |+1

n−p∑
i=1

dxai (∂ai∂
aifa1...an(x, θ)) ιai

(
dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan)

)
−

n∑
i=n−p+1

dθai∂
ai∂aifa1...an(x, θ)ιai

(
dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan)

)
+ . . . (5.9)
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where the ellipses stand for ω-exact terms. Summing up the pieces one has, up to exact terms

δ2

(
fa1...an(x, θ)dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan)

)
=(

n∑
i=1

∂i∂
ifa1...an(x, θ)

)
dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθan−p+1) . . . δ(dθan) (5.10)

which shows that also in this case one finds

δ2 (fa1...an(x, θ)[dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθn−p+1) . . . δ(dθn)]) =
n∑
i=1

∂2

∂xi∂θi
fa1...an(x, θ)[dxa1 . . . dxan−pδ(dθn−p+1) . . . δ(dθn)]. (5.11)

Now, one should evaluate the cohomology of the differential δ2 = ∆BV . The usual approach
employed in literature is to map the BV Laplacian to the de Rham differential by means
of the so-called odd Fourier transform [30], thus concluding - under suitable hypotheses -
that the cohomology is just given by R; this approach is understood in [38]. We will follow
another approach, namely we directly compute the cohomology of ∆BV by showing its homotopy
operator, without making use of the odd Fourier transform: among other things, this provides
one with the form of the representatives of this cohomology.
In particular, we claim that given a (local) section of the structure sheaf of M , which we write
s = f I(x)θI for some multi-index I, then

f IθI 7−→ h(f IθI) ..=
n∑
a=1

(∫ 1

0

dt tQsxaG∗tf
I(x)

)
⊗ θaθI , (5.12)

where G∗tf(x) = f(tx) for t ∈ [0, 1], i.e. it is the pull-back of the section s under the map

x
Gt7−→ tx and Qs is a constant depending on the section, to be determined later on. The tensor

product is there for notational convenience (actually, one might have written s = f I(x) ⊗ θI
from the very beginning). One has that

h ◦∆BV (f I(x)θI) =
n∑

a,b=1

(∫ 1

0

dt tQδsxbG
∗
t (∂xaf

I(x))

)
⊗ θb∂θaθI . (5.13)

On the other hand, one computes

∆BV ◦ h(f I(x)θI) =
n∑
a=1

∫ 1

0

dt tQsGtf
I(x)⊗ θI+ (5.14)

−
n∑
a=1

∫ 1

0

dt tQsG∗tf
I(x)⊗ θa∂θaθI+ (5.15)

+
n∑
a=1

∫ 1

0

dt tQsxa∂xa(G
∗
tf

I(x))⊗ θI+ (5.16)

−
∑
a,b=1

∫ 1

0

dt tQsxb∂xa(G
∗
tf

I(x))⊗ θb∂θaθI (5.17)

Let us examine the various summands. Clearly the first one is just n
∫ 1

0
dt tQsGtf

I(x) ⊗ θI ,
while the last term cancels with the term h ◦∆BV above, upon using the chain-rule and posing
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Qδs = Qs + 1. The second one can be rewritten as
n∑
a=1

∫ 1

0

dt tQsG∗tf
I(x)⊗ θa∂θaθI = deg(θI)

∫ 1

0

dt tQsG∗tf
I(x)⊗ θI , (5.18)

where deg(θI) counts the number of the theta’s in the monomial and it spans from 0 to n. The
third term can be rewritten as follows

m∑
a=1

∫ 1

0

dt tQsxa∂xa(G
∗
tf

I(x))⊗ θI =

∫ 1

0

dt tQs+1 d

dt
f I(tx)⊗ θI . (5.19)

Integrating by parts, one gets
m∑
a=1

∫ 1

0

dt tQsxa∂xa(G
∗
tf

I(x))⊗ θI = f I(x)θI − δQs+1,0f(0)IθI − (Qs + 1)

∫ 1

0

dt tQsG∗tf
I(x)⊗ θI .

(5.20)

Altogether, one has(
∆h+ h∆BV )(f I(x)θI

)
= f I(x)θI − δQs+1,0f(0)IθI

+ (n− deg(θI)−Qs − 1)

∫ 1

0

dt tQsG∗tf
I(x)⊗ θI . (5.21)

In order to cancel the last term one must set Qs = n− deg(θI)− 1. In this case, one gets(
∆BV h+ h∆BV )(f I(x)θI

)
= f I(x)θI − δn−deg(θI),0 f(0)IθI , (5.22)

therefore one gets a homotopy whenever deg(θI) < n. In the case deg(θI) = n it is easy to see
that the only cocycles are given by elements of the form c · θ1 . . . θn, for c ∈ R. Inserting the

generating sections [αp] ∈ E2 = Hω(Ω
•|p
M ), one sees that E3 = H∆BV

(Ω
•|p
M ) = R · [θ1 . . . θn · αp].

Notice also that, since θ1 . . . θn transforms as det(M)⊗−1, one concludes that for any p, the
representative θ1 . . . θn ·αL is actually invariant. Finally, notice that c · θ1 . . . θn ·αp for c ∈ R is
d-closed. It follows that any higher differential δi>2 is zero and the spectral sequence converges

to E3 = H∆BV
(Ω
•|p
M ), which is then isomorphic to n copies of R.

The above discussion can be related to the other spectral sequence which arises from the double
complex having ω and d as differential, namely the one starting with d instead of ω. In order
to distinguish the two spectral sequence we denote Ed the one having d as vertical differential
and Eω the one having ω as vertical differential. By recalling that ω is d-exact, it is not hard

to see that Ed converges already at page 1 so that Ed
1 = Hd(Ω

•|p
M ). In particular, one finds that

Hd(Ω
•|p
M ) ∼= R for any p = 1, . . . , n, so that the two spectral sequences converge indeed to the

same space, isomorphic to n copies of R whereas all the pictures are taken into account. With
reference to the cohomology of d, the non-trivial classes are generated (over R) by the elements∑

ij
θi1 . . . θipδ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip) for ij = 1, . . . , n, p = 0, . . . , n and ij 6= ik, where the case p = 0

corresponds indeed to the representative 1. Notice that here, just like in the cohomology of ω
above, we might have chosen a single element instead of the sum above as a representative of

Hd(Ω
•|p
M ) for all 0 < p < n, since all of the elements in the sum are actually cohomologous - this

fact can be proven in exactly the same way as we have done in the Appendix for the cohomology
of ω -, nonetheless this more “democratic” choice looks the most suitable to us. Notice that all

the classes in Ed
1 = Hd(Ω

•|p
M ) can be obtained from 1 upon using the picture raising operators

related to d, i.e. Yd, whose definition is recalled in section 4. Moreover, something which is
really worth stressing is that the de Rham cohomology above contains an element which is
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also present in E3 = H∆BV
(Ω
•|p
M ) discussed above, namely the only element coming from the

complex of integral forms at picture p = n, i.e. θ1 . . . θnδ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn) : this will prove useful
in what follows.
Finally, we address the relation between the (isomorphic) convergence spaces of the two spectral

sequences, namely Eω
3 = H∆BV

(Ω
•|p
M ) and Ed

1 = Hd(Ω
•|p
M ). It is indeed possible to find an

explicit map, carrying the representatives of one space to the other. For a generic element

f(x, θ, dx, dθ) ∈ Ω
•|p
M let us define the following integral transformation

(Foddf)(x, θ, dx, dθ) ..=

∫
[dη1 . . . dηn|dξ1 . . . dξn]e(

∑n
i=1 η

iθi+
∑n
j=1 ξjdx

j)f(x, ξ, η, dθ) (5.23)

where the symbol [dη1 . . . dηn|dξ1 . . . dξn] indicates that we are Berezin-integrating along the
odd coordinates η’s and the ξ’s, i.e. along all the odd “coordinates”. The η’s and the ξ’s are
paired with their natural duals, the θ’s and the dx’s: here it is worth to remember that we
have identified θi = ∂dxi , hopefully clarifying this duality. Also, notice that in the case of odd
symplectic supermanifolds the symbol [dη1 . . . dηn|dξ1 . . . dξn] is invariant, so that the above is
well-defined.
Let us now consider the action of the integral transform Fodd on a generic representative of the

cohomology Ed
1 = Hd(Ω

•|p
M ). We set ω(x, θ, dx, dθ) = θi1 . . . θipδ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip) and we compute

(Foddω)(x, θ, dx, dθ) =

∫
[dnη|dnξ]e(

∑n
i=1 η

iθi+
∑n
j=1 ξjdx

j)ξi1 . . . ξipδ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip). (5.24)

The integral can be factorized into two Berezin integrals,

(Foddω)(x, θ, dx, dθ) =

(∫
[dnη]e

∑n
i=1 η

iθi

)(∫
[dnξ]e

∑n
j=1 ξjdx

j

ξi1 . . . ξip

)
δ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip)

= θ1 . . . θn

(∫
[dnξ]e

∑n
j=1 ξjdx

j

ξi1 . . . ξip

)
δ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip) (5.25)

The second integral yields∫
[dnξ]e

∑n
j=1 ξjdx

j

ξi1 . . . ξip = dxip+1 . . . dxin . (5.26)

Putting all of the pieces back together, one gets that

Hd(Ω
•|p
M ) 3 θi1 . . . θipδ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip)

� Fodd // θ1 . . . θndx
ip+1 . . . dxinδ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip) ∈ H∆BV

(Ω
•|p
M ) .

(5.27)

The inverse map is easily figured out as the anti-transform of the previous, and it maps

H∆BV
(Ω
•|p
M ) to Hd(Ω

•|p
M ).

We show that it is easier to relate these cohomologies by using both the sets of PCO’s for d
and for ω defined previously. As observed above, a hint comes from the fact that the element

β = c · θ1 . . . θn · δ (dθ1) . . . δ (dθn) , c ∈ R . (5.28)

belongs to both of the cohomologies Hd(Ω
•|p
M ) and H∆BV

(Ω
•|p
M ): one can then use this elements as

“pivot” and acts on it with the picture changing operators of d and ω as to get any elements of

both the cohomologies. In particular, any representative in Eω
3 = H∆BV

(Ω
•|p
M ) can be obtained
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by applying certain powers of the picture lowering operator Zω to β:

c · θ1 . . . θn · α(n−k|k) =

[
n−k∏
i=1

Zω
]
β ⇐⇒ β =

[
n−k∏
i=1

Yω

]
c · θ1 . . . θn · α(n−k|k) . (5.29)

Analogously, any representative found in Ed
1 = H∆BV

(Ω
•|p
M ) can be obtained by applying certain

powers of the picture lowering operator Zd to β:

c · α(0|k) =

[
n−k∏
i=1

Zd
]
β ⇐⇒ β =

[
n−k∏
i=1

Yd

]
c · α(0|k) . (5.30)

By confronting (5.29) and (5.30) we get the identity[
n−k∏
i=1

Yω

]
c · θ1 . . . θn · α(n−k|k) =

[
n−k∏
i=1

Yd

]
c · α(0|k) , (5.31)

or analogously

c·θ1 . . . θn·α(n−k|k) =

[
n−k∏
i=1

ZωYd

]
c·α(0|k), c·α(0|k) =

[
n−k∏
i=1

ZdYω

]
c·θ1 . . . θn·α(n−k|k) . (5.32)

We can evaluate explicitly these expression, thus obtaining the simple equations

c · θ1 . . . θn · α(n−k|k) =

[
n−k∏
i=1

θaidx
ai

]
c · α(0|k), c · α(0|k) =

[
n−k∏
i=1

∂aiιai

]
c · θ1 . . . θn · α(n−k|k) .

(5.33)
This leads to the following interpretation: we can use the PCO’s as “ladder operators” in order
to move from representatives of the cohomology of d to representatives of the cohomology of
∆BV and viceversa, once again establishing an isomorphism between the two cohomologies, as
the following diagram explains pictorially

Hd(Ω
•|p
M )

Yd

!!

.. H∆BV
(Ω
•|p
M )nn

Yω

vv

[θ1 . . . θnδ(dθ1) . . . δ(dθn)].

Zd

aa

Zω

77
(5.34)

We recollect the result of this section in the following Theorem, which is in some sense the
completion of Theorem 3.1 above.

Theorem 5.1 (BV Cohomology and de Rham Cohomology). Let M be an odd symplectic

supermanifold of dimension n|n and let (Ω
•|p
M , d, ω) for p = 0, . . . n be its extended de Rham

double complex, let Eω
• and Ed

• be the spectral sequences starting with ω and d respectively.
Then the following are true.

(1) Eω
• ⇒ Eω

3 = H∆BV
(Ω
•|p
M ) for p = 0, . . . , n. This cohomology is generated over the real

numbers by [θ1 . . . θn · αp] for αp a generator of Hω(Ω
•|p
M ), as in Theorem 3.1, and it is

isomorphic to R for any p.
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In particular, the homotopy of the BV operator ∆BV
..=
∑n

i=1 ∂xi∂θi acting on local
sections f IθI of OM for some multi-index I is given by

h(f IθI) ..=
n∑
a=1

(∫ 1

0

dt tQsxaG∗tf
I(x)

)
⊗ θaθI , (5.35)

where G∗tf(x) = f(tx) for t ∈ [0, 1] and Qs = n− 1− deg(θI).

(2) Ed
• ⇒ Ed

1 = Hd(Ω
•|p
M ) for p = 0, . . . , n. This cohomology is generated over the real

numbers by [
∑

ij
θi1 . . . θipδ(dθi1) . . . δ(dθip)] for ij 6= ik, p = 0, . . . , n and it is isomorphic

to R for any p.

Finally, an explicit isomorphism between the cohomologies H∆BV
(Ω
•|p
M ) and Hd(Ω

•|p
M ) is realized

by using the PCO’s for ω and for d or via the map Fodd in (5.23) and its inverse.

6. New PCO’s from Old and Analogies with Kodaira-Spencer-Type Theory

6.1. New Picture Changing Operators from Old. In this section we introduce new pic-
ture changing operators that are built starting from those described in the section 3 above.
In particular, we define new odd picture changing operators, in contrast with those defined
above. We will show that these new operators can be used to define the BV operator, but also
different BV-type operators that changes the picture number as well. In particular, we define
the operator ď via the picture changing operator Yω, that we have introduced above:

ď : Ω
•|p
M

// Ω
•|p+1
M

α � // ďα ..= [d,Yω]α,

(6.1)

where we note that the operator ď raises the picture number by one, but it leaves the form
degree invariant: in other words, it moves vertically in the “stack” of complexes in (2.1) above.

Also, notice that this operator is nilpotent. In analogy, we define the operator d̂ using Zω

d̂ : Ω
•|p
M

// Ω
•+2|p−1
M

α � // d̂α ..= [d,Zω]α.

(6.2)

Notice that d̂ does not move vertically, but in oblique direction: it lowers the picture by one
and raises the form degree by two.
Let us now recover the BV Laplacian introduced above, by means of d̂ and ď. Let us consider
the operator

∆̃ ..= −1

2

(
ď ◦ (ω)−1 ◦ d̂+ d̂ ◦ (ω)−1 ◦ ď

)
, (6.3)

where ω is the odd symplectic form. We use the definitions of the operators in (6.1) and (6.2)
to obtain, dropping the composition symbols

∆̃ = −1

2

[
(dYω − Yωd) (ω)−1 (dZω − Zωd) +

+ (dZω − Zωd) (ω)−1 (dYω − Yωd)
]
. (6.4)

When acting on the cohomology of ω, i.e. taking an element α ∈ Hω(Ω
•|p
M ), it is easy to show

that only two terms are not trivial and the action is exactly that of the BV Laplacian:

∆̃α =
1

2
[Yω∆BVZω + Zω∆BVYω]α = ∆BV α. (6.5)
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The interested reader can find in the Appendix an explicit example, showing the action of (6.3).
Likewise, one can define “BV-type operators” which modify the picture and the form number:

∆
(−2|2)
BV

..= ď ◦ ω−1 ◦ ď, (6.6)

∆
(−1|1)
BV

..=
1

2

[
ď ◦ ω−1 ◦ d+ d ◦ ω−1 ◦ ď

]
, (6.7)

∆
(1|−1)
BV

..=
1

2

[
d̂ ◦ ω−1 ◦ d+ d ◦ ω−1 ◦ d̂

]
, (6.8)

∆
(2|−2)
BV

..= d̂ ◦ ω−1 ◦ d̂. (6.9)

Again, the action of these operators can be obtained from ∆BV and the two PCO’s Yω and Zω,
as above.

6.2. Analogies with Kodaira-Spencer-Type Theory and Deformations. In this sec-
tion we describe an analogy with complex geometry which makes use of the picture changing
operators introduced in the previous sections.

We start recalling basic facts about almost complex structures. Given a real manifold M2n

of dimension 2n, an almost complex structure is an endomorphism of tangent space J ∈
End(TM2n) such that J 2 = −idTM2n . Locally one can represent J as a sum J = J + J̄ , with

J ..= J bādz̄
ā ⊗ ∂b, J̄ ..= J̄ b̄adz

a ⊗ ∂̄b̄ (6.10)

such that Jaā J̄
ā
b = −δab and Jaā J̄

b̄
a = −δb̄ā. In particular, these can be used to transform holomor-

phic vectors into anti-holomorphic vectors and viceversa:

J
(
∂̄ā ⊗ 1

)
=
(
J bc̄dz̄

c̄(∂̄ā)
)
∂b = J bā∂b , J̄ (∂a ⊗ 1) =

(
J̄ b̄cdz

c (∂a)
)
∂̄b̄ = J̄ b̄a∂̄b̄ . (6.11)

Analogously, one can use J and J̄ to take holomorphic (1, 0)-forms into anti-holomorphic (0, 1)-
forms and viceversa, upon using that (T ∗M2n)∗ ∼= TM2n :

J (1⊗ dza) = J bādz̄
ā ⊗ ∂b (dza) = Jaādz̄

ā , J̄ (1⊗ dz̄ā) = J̄ b̄adz
a ⊗ ∂̄b̄ (dz̄ā) = J̄ āadz

a . (6.12)

In the previous formulae, one can rewrite J and J̄ as

J = J bādz̄
āιb, J̄ = J̄ b̄adz

aῑb̄ , (6.13)

where ιa and ῑā are the contractions along a holomorphic and a anti-holomorphic base vector
respectively.
By using the almost complex structure we can define the Nijehuis tensor N :

N (U, V ) = [J(U), J(V )]− J [J(U), V ]− J [U, J(V )]− [U, V ] (6.14)

where U, V ∈ TM2n. The vanishing of N is said integrability condition: an almost complex
structure with vanishing N defines a complex structure so that the pair (M2n,J ) lifts to a
complex manifold X. Remarkably, integrability of N is equivalent to nilpotency of the anti-
Dolbeault operator:

N = 0 ⇐⇒ ∂̄2 = 0. (6.15)

Taking this point of view, for a certain complex manifold X, given a (0, 1)-form valued in TX ,

call it A ∈ Ω
(0,1)
X ⊗ TX , the deformations of the complex structure of X are therefore defined

by the equation (∂̄ + A)2 = 0, that is

∂̄A+ A ∧ A = 0. (6.16)

Writing A = dz̄ īAj
ī
∂j, this reads

∂̄Ai + Aj∂jA
i = 0, (6.17)

which is the Tian-Todorov equation for the deformations of complex structures, see [20].
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We now try to make a connection with the construction of the previous section: we argue the
following analogy

holomorphic forms ←→ dxi, (6.18)

anti-holomorphic forms ←→ δ(dθi). (6.19)

In other words, we identify the form degree with the holomorphic form degree and the picture
number with the anti-holomorphic form degree in a theory over the complex numbers - notice
that the δ(dθ)’s transform (at first order) exactly as a form on the underlying manifold. First,
let us see how the analogue of a complex structure looks like. Using the above analogy, from
(6.13), we see that J and J̄ become a sort of non-diagonal versions of the previously introduced
picture changing operators. In particular, along with this analogy, one can introduce a new
picture raising operator, namely

Y̌ ..= J ijδ (dθj) ιi, (6.20)

which can also be rewritten as Y̌ = J ijδ (dθj)⊗ ∂i, upon using the natural isomorphism T M ∼=
(T ∗M )∗. In particular, using this representation, we can define the action of (6.20) on vector
fields:

Y̌
(
∂i ⊗ 1

)
= J jk

[
δ (dθk)

(
∂i
)]
∂j = J jk

[
δ
(
ιi
)
δ (dθk)

]
∂j = J jkδ

k
i ∂j = J ji ∂j , (6.21)

Y̌ (∂i ⊗ 1) = 0 . (6.22)

where δ(ιi) is defined by its Fourier representation, see for example [46]. Similarly, the picture
lowering operator reads

Ž = J ijdx
jδ
(
ιi
)
, (6.23)

Given these definitions, we can construct the analogous of the Nijenhuis tensor (6.14) above,
but taking J ..= Ž + Y̌ and where the brackets are now graded. In particular, let us consider
the action of this tensor, we call it Ň , on two odd coordinate fields - notice that it follows from
(6.22) that on even coordinate fields it yields zero. It can be seen that

Ň
(
∂i, ∂j

)
=
[
Y(∂i),Y(∂j)

]
=
(
Jki ∂kJ

l
j − Jkj ∂kJ li

)
∂l . (6.24)

Let us consider the case Ň (∂i, ∂j) = 0, which can be seen as the analogue conditionN(U, V ) = 0
when applied to two anti-holomorphic coordinate base vectors. It is remarkable to observe that
in analogy with (6.15) we find that

ď2 = 0 ⇐⇒ δ (dθi) δ (dθj) J
k
i ∂kJ

l
j∂l = 0 ⇐⇒

(
Jki ∂kJ

l
j − Jkj ∂kJ

ρ
i

)
∂l = 0 , (6.25)

where the antisymmetrisation is due to δ (dθ) being odd. In other words, the requirement
of nilpotency of the operator ď is analogous to the requirement of vanishing of Ň along odd
directions (along even directions is automatic). We can push forward our analogy to make
contact with deformations of complex structure. In this context, we consider in particular
Kodaira-Spencer theory [7] which accounts for the deformations of the complex structure of a
certain Calabi-Yau threefold CY3.
First of all, it is worth to observe that one can deform the equation above ď2 = 0 by setting
ď 7→ ď+ δ (dθi)A

j
i∂j = ď+ δAj∂j as to get the equation

ďAi + Aj∂jA
i = 0 , (6.26)

which has the same form as the equation (6.17). Moreover, it is possible to obtain this equation
from a field theory action, in analogy with the Kodaira-Spencer action, that we briefly recall.
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Given a Calabi-Yau threefold CY3, the action reads

S =

∫
CY3

A′ ∧ 1

∂
∂̄A′ + A′ ∧ (A ∧ A)′ , (6.27)

where A ∈ Ω
(0,1)
CY3
⊗ T (1,0)

CY3
, see [7] for details. The prime appearing above amounts to the map

A 7→ A ∧ Ω, where Ω is the (global) holomorphic 3-form of CY3, that is

A′ =
(
dz̄ īAj

ī
∂j

) (
Ωrkldz

r ∧ dzk ∧ dzl
)

= Aj
ī
Ωjkldz̄

ī ∧ dzk ∧ dzl ∈ Ω
(2,1)
CY3

. (6.28)

As already said, the variation of the action leads to the Tian-Todorov equation (6.17).
Let us exploit the analogy described above to deduce the action leading to (6.26). In particular,
instead of the field A, we consider the picture changing operator Y̌ = δ (dθi) J

j
i ιj. The map via

the holomorphic 3-form described above now amounts to apply the operator Y̌ to the volume
form εijkdx

i ∧ dxj ∧ dxk of the reduced manifold, hence(
Y̌
)′

= δ (dθi) J
j
i εjkldx

k ∧ dxl . (6.29)

In analogy with the Kodaira-Spencer action, one therefore writes

S =

∫
M 3|3

(
Y̌
)′ ∧ 1

d
ď
(
Y̌
)′

+
(
Y̌
)′ ∧ (Y̌ ∧ Y̌

)′
, (6.30)

where M is a supermanifold of dimension 3|3. The equations of motion read

ď
(
Y̌
)′

+ d
(
Y̌ ∧ Y̌

)′
= 0, (6.31)

which, in turn, performing the calculations, yield

∂[iJ
j
k] + ∂lJ

j
[iJ

l
k] = 0. (6.32)

These are the analogous of the Tian-Todorov equations.

Appendix A. Cohomology and Transformation Properties for n = 2

In this appendix we aim at clarifying the constructions of the previous section in the easy but
non-trivial case n = 2.
Let us start from the cohomology of ω: while the cases of differential and integral forms
are trivial, the case of pseudo forms deserves some more attention. First let us show that the

representatives dx1δ(dθ2) and −dx2δ(dθ1) in Hω(Ω
•|1
M ) are cohomologous. Let t ∈ [0, 1], consider

the following family

φt ..=
(
(1− t) dx1 − tdx2

)
δ (tdθ1 + (1− t) dθ2) . (A.1)

Notice that φ0 = dx1δ(dθ2) and φ1 = −dx2δ(dθ1). A short calculation yields that for any
t ∈ [0, 1] one has that ωφt = 0, i.e. φt is closed for any t. Also, upon using the properties of
the delta’s, one finds

φt = dx1δ

(
dθ2 +

t

1− t
dθ1

)
− t

1− t
dx2δ

(
dθ2 +

t

1− t
dθ1

)
(A.2)

= dx1δ (dθ2) +
∞∑
n=1

dx1 1

n!

(
t

1− t

)n
dθn1 δ

(n) (dθ2)−
∞∑
n=0

dx2 1

n!

(
t

1− t

)n+1

dθn1 δ
(n) (dθ2) .

The second and third terms gather in an exact term as to give

φt = dx1δ (dθ2) + ω

(
∞∑
n=1

1

n!

(
t

1− t

)n
dθn−1

1 δ(n) (dθ2)

)
. (A.3)
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Hence, φt ≡ dx1δ(dθ2) mod(ω). Likewise, one sees that

φt = −dx2δ (dθ1)− ω

(
∞∑
n=1

1

n!

(
1− t
t

)n
dθn−1

2 δ(n) (dθ1)

)
, (A.4)

that is φt ≡ −dx2δ(dθ1) mod(ω), so that in turn φ0 = dx1δ(dθ2) ∼ φt ∼ −dx2δ(dθ1) = φ1, thus
showing that the two elements are indeed cohomologous.
On the same line, this result could have been obtained also by observing that if we write a

generic cohomology representative of Hω(Ω
•|1
M ) by choosing a certain vector V , singling out a

certain direction, α
1|1
V = V iεijdx

jδ(V idθi), then it is not hard to show that the infinitesimal

variation of α
1|1
V with respect to V reads δα

1|1
V = ω

(
V iεijδV

jδ(1)(V idθi)
)
. This says that the de-

pendence on the choice of the vector V is ω-exact and the cohomology representative is unique.

Let us now address the transformation properties of the representatives in the cohomology
at picture p = 1 and show that they indeed transforms as semidensities over M . Let us consider
a certain change of coordinates of M . By the transformation properties of an odd symplectic
supermanifold discussed in the first section of this paper, the action on forms goes as follows

dx1

dx2

dθ1

dθ2

 7−→

a b 0 0
c d 0 0
0 0 d

∆
− c

∆

0 0 − b
∆

a
∆



dx1

dx2

dθ1

dθ2

 , (A.5)

where ∆ = ad − bc is the determinant of the matrix A, which is nothing but the Jacobian of
the change of coordinates on the reduced manifold Mred. Let us now consider the representative
dx1δ(dθ2), one finds (for a 6= 0)

dx1δ (dθ2) 7−→
(
adx1 + bdx2

)
δ

(
a

∆
dθ2 −

b

∆
dθ1

)
=

= ∆

[
dx1δ (dθ2) +

∞∑
n=1

(dθ1)n

n!

(
− b
a

)n
δ(n) (dθ2) +

∞∑
n=0

(dθ1)n

n!

(
b

a

)n+1

δ(n) (dθ2)

]
,

(A.6)

where we have expanded the δ’s with respect to dθ2 and left the closed, non-exact term dx1δ (dθ2)
explicit. All the terms, except for the first, group together to form ω-exact terms: in particular,
one finds that

dx1δ (dθ2) 7→ ∆dx1δ (dθ2) + ω

(
∆
∞∑
n=1

1

n!

(
− b
a

)n
(dθ1)n−1 δ(n) (dθ2)

)
, (A.7)

which shows that [dx1δ(dθ2)] 7→ det(A)[dx1δ(dθ2)] in cohomology, which concludes the proof.
Finally, we want to show the explicit calculations for the operator defined in (6.3). For the sake
of clarity, let us consider the action of (6.3) on α = f(x, θ)dx1dx2 (we assume for simplicity
that |f | = 0). We have

∆̃α = −1

2
d̂ ◦ ω−1 ◦ ďα , (A.8)

since d̂α = 0. Let us first calculate ďα:

ďα = d
[
−fdx2δ (dθ1) + fdx1δ (dθ2)

]
− Yω

[
∂1fdθ1dx

1dx2 + ∂2fdθ2dx
1dx2

]
=

= ω
[
∂1fdx

2δ′ (dθ1)− ∂2fdx
1δ′ (dθ2)

]
.
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We are therefore left with

(d̂ ◦ ω−1 ◦ ď)α = (dZω − Zωd)
[
∂1fdx

2δ′ (dθ1)− ∂2fdx
1δ′ (dθ2)

]
. (A.9)

Let us show that the first term is trivially 0. Indeed, by recalling the algebraic rules −iΘδ (dθ) =
1/dθ and −iΘδ′ (dθ) = −1/(dθ)2, one has

Zωďα = −i (ωΘ + Θω)
[
∂1fdx

2δ′ (dθ1)− ∂2fdx
1δ′ (dθ2)

]
= (A.10)

= ∂1f
dx1dx2

dθ1

+ ∂2f
dx1dx2

dθ2
− ∂1f

dx1dx2

dθ1

− ∂2f
dx1dx2

dθ2

= 0 . (A.11)

We are therefore left with

Zωd
(
∂1fdx

2δ′ (dθ1)− ∂2fdx
1δ′ (dθ2)

)
=

= Zω
(
−∂1∂1fdx

2δ (dθ1) + ∂2∂2fdx
1δ (dθ2)

)
. (A.12)

It is useful to observe that the two terms in (A) are representatives of Hω(Ω
•|1
M ), hence they are

ω-closed: the previous equation thus reduces to

− iωΘ
(
−∂1∂1fdx

2δ (dθ1) + ∂2∂2fdx
1δ (dθ2)

)
= ω

(
−∂1∂1f

dx2

dθ1

+ ∂2∂2f
dx1

dθ2

)
=

= ∂1∂1fdx
1dx2 + ∂2∂2fdx

1dx2 = ∆BV fdx
1dx2 , (A.13)

hence proving the claim.
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